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(1) Theoharis's book doesn't have anything helpful on audio recordings, other than what you had already 

copied. Let me know if you want me to give Carol copies of the relevant pages, or if you want to talk to 

Theoharis first.(2) Concerning allegations that the FBI has an undisclosed cache of records from Hoover's office 

that it has not integrated into the central index/files or processed under FOIA -- consider whether we should 

ask to see all of Hoover's office files (and records related to the destruction/retention of these office files), get 

in writing that the FBI has given us access to all such records in their possession, and review the things 

ourselves to see if they are assassination records. These records strike me as comparable to the BRILAB 

transcripts, in that public attention has focused on them to an extent where we should review them ourselves 

(for relevance), even though the actual assassination records will constitute a small percentage of the total 

body of records we review. Unlike the BRILAB transcripts, it should be possible to make relevance 

determinations for a lot of the folders very quickly, assuming that the contents of the folders reasonably 

correspond to how they are labeled/indexed. (There are approximately 16000 pages of O&C files, according to 

the FBI's FOIA reading room booklet.) A draft request to the FBI, revised along these lines, is attached.(3) I've 

put in your inbox a copy of a list Carol Keeley provided of folders from Hoover's O&C files that the task force 

believed might be of interest to us, although the list characterizes the contents of a number of folders "not JFK 

related."
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